
60˝ Mid-Rise Sleeper
When the road calls, this is how you answer.

You’ll be riding on some highly advanced 
engineering.

Mack® highway trucks have plenty of new features to deliver

impressive performance. Tight turning geometry helps to optimize

maneuverability. Less interior noise and vibration help to combat

driver fatigue. Thanks to lighter components, you can add more

payload and generate more profit. And Mack highway trucks give

you spec’ing flexibility so you can build a vehicle that precisely

matches your application.

We aren’t comfortable until drivers are.

This spacious sleeper is available on both CH and Vision™ models.

It’s ideal for drivers spending more time in their trucks due to the

new hours of operation rules. They get the storage and stand-up

room of a bigger sleeper in an economical 60" size. Drivers have

a console with a drawer, storage shelves and pull-out table top

ideal for doing paperwork. A custom refrigerator is optional.

There’s a tall closet featuring a lower shelf to separate clothing

from boots. There’s also plenty of lighting, ample 12-volt outlets

and convenient rear controls for HVAC, lighting and stereo speakers.

Drivers will be happy to find a full-sized 35" mattress so they can

rest more comfortably. The lower bunk has lift-up, locking storage

and there’s additional room under the bed.



Local and regional haul is a Mack specialty.

If you need a sleeper cab for local and regional hauling, there’s no 

better choice than Mack. There are two flat-top sizes — 48" and

56". The two mid-rise sizes measure 60" and 70". All these sleepers

promote economical operation and unmatched driver comfort no

matter how short or long the run. You can count on the advanced

technology behind our ASET™ AC engine to provide all the

horsepower and torque you need for the highway. The Mack

Integrated Powertrain covers six components with one warranty

to provide single-source responsibility.

Hundreds of dealers looking out for you.

Mack has one of the strongest, most responsive dealer networks

in trucking. It’s been thoughtfully structured to make sure you

stay up and running. Our OneCall® CompleteCare customer

support network is staffed with Mack trained technicians and

service representatives who know your specific truck. Just call

1-800-866-1177 for immediate assistance. Sophisticated parts

distribution centers use a high-tech tracking system to instantly

locate parts and move them quickly. Drivers can take advantage

of longer service hours, fast turnarounds and new technologies

that help us work with you better.

One minute, it’s a comfortable sleeper; the
next, it’s a mobile office.

DRIVEN. BEYOND.

Driven by innovative thinking. Mack is firmly committed to ensuring
customers have the very latest advances in trucking technology.
Everything we do for you—from designing a truck to engineering a powertrain
to servicing your vehicles — is driven by innovative thinking. So while
technology changes, our promise to use it to its fullest potential never will.
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